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Unlike rats, who can swim for up to three days without tiring, 
opossums will tire and falter after about 45 minutes of treading 

water. The normal 
water level of a pool 
will be below where 
an opossum could get 
a grasp to pull itself 
out. You will need to 
get it out of the water 
as quickly as possible.

Use the pool net and 
scoop the opossum and place in a SHADY, secluded spot to dry 
off (it will sunburn if left in the sun). You may use any object the 
opossum can grasp but be prepared for the opossum to quickly 
climb up the object and go up as high as it can go- which may be 
continuing up your arm to the top of your head. It is not being 
aggressive; it is just trying to get up and out 
of the water as far as it can. You should pick a 
nearby spot where you are going to place the 
pole once you have the opossum.  As soon as 
it grasps the object and starts to climb, place 
it on the ground. It is a very good sign if the 
opossum has the energy to climb the pole. 

If the opossum just lies there, exhausted, move 
it to dappled shade so it can have the warmth 
of the sun to dry off without the sunburn. 
If you can smell the opossum’s breath and it 
reeks of chlorine, it has swallowed a lot of 
pool water.  Contrary to what you would assume, exertion in 
the pool will dehydrate the opossum, so placing a bowl of water 
near it could help it as it recovers. It may need up to 24 hours of 
warmth (you can wrap it in a clean towel), quiet, undisturbed 
rest to recover.

Sometimes the opossum has too much water in its lungs and it 
will not survive. At this point, there is no traditional treatment 
by a veterinarian that would not cost hundreds of dollars. There 
is a homeopathic treatment for fluid retention in the lungs, 
including pneumonia (Antimonium Tartaricum) but we do not 
have data on its effectiveness on a drowning victim yet.

The best protection from drowning/near drowning event is 
precaution.

• Keep spas covered at night and when not in use. Make 
sure the cover is sturdy enough to bear the weight load of 
an animal up to fifteen pounds. This will also prevent any 
tragic consequences with human toddlers.

• Leave a bowl of water nearby so the opossum will not drink 
from the pool. 

The following are commercial products specifically designed for 
assisting animals having fallen into a pool:

• Good for animals up to 1 pound (baby opossums):  
http://www.froglog.us/

• Good for animals up to dog size:  
https://www.skamper-ramp-store.com/
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Note:  We print these select Internet questions 
we receive without grammatical corrections. 
Grammatic scrutiny is applied to our responses.

Q: Re: Subject: possum in the 
garage eating all the cat 

food  

I take care of 3 stray cats, (feral), I 
let them shelter in my garage and 
I feed them so they don’t hunt. 
Now I have a couple of possums 
devouring all the cat food. One 
of the possums is so overweight 
now he can barely run. I’ve tried 
altering feeding times to day time 
only, but the lil fellers have figured 
it out, and come to eat in broad 
daylight. The cats could care 
less, they seem to get along. My 
question: Is there anything clever I 
can do to feed outdoor cats, while 
at the same time discouraging the 
possums from eating the same 
food?

Charles

A: I’m afraid both cats and 
opossums will eat cat food. If 

you leave cat food out, both will 
show up.

Since opossums can’t jump, you 
could create a pedestal feeding 
station in the middle of your 
yard. The pedestal would need to 
be a slick material, not carpet or 
something an opossum could get 
a handhold on. The cats could 
jump up to eat, then down. The 
opossum would not be able to.

Leslie

Return Response:

Thanks for the reply, it gives me 
some new ideas to try. What I have 
in mind is a wooden wire spool, 
that is common at construction 
sites, (if I can get one), or perhaps 
one of those kinds of tables with 
a central post, I’m assuming they 
can’t climb very well upside down 
(except tree branches of course). 

Charles

Return Reply:

Charles,

Yes, one of those spools would 
work (and a great, unusual yard 
decoration). Or a table, at least 
3 feet tall, with a single support 

post in the middle and no chairs 
to climb upon. Yes, they have to 
have something to grasp.

One concern I have, opossums 
don’t get obese in “the wild.” They 
forage around, climb, dodge dogs, 
cars and other hazards, burning 
fat all night long. The mating 
season just ended, so there’s a 
lot of female opossums out there, 
carrying 8-10 ever growing babies 
in her pouch. This time of year I 
would assume people reporting a 
really big opossum are observing 
a Mom with babies. Carrying 
babies around makes her slower, 
more vulnerable to predators and 
hazards. She also must forage 
longer hours, sometimes into 
daylight hours to take in enough 
nutrition to feed her babies.

Could you maybe still sprinkle 3/4 
of a cup of kibble ground level for 
her?

Leslie

Return response:

I can do better than that. I’m fairly 
certain I know where her lair is 
out in the back yard. I don’t mind 
giving her front door service.

Q: Subject: Possum needs home

An injured possum kept 
coming around and I started 
feeding him. He’s missing half of 
his tail. I think he might have been 
a pet that someone just released. 
He’s very friendly. I let him in 
when it was cold and he is potty 
trained. I was told it’s illegal to 
keep them as a pet in Indiana. 
Also I’m not allowed to have 
animals were I live. I’m scared I’m 
going to be evicted if they found 
out. Please help.. Im not sure what 
to do.

Jennifer

Continued on page 3
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MAIL POUCH continued from page 2

A: Jennifer, 

Leave an outside door partial 
open for the opossum to return 
outside. It will get along fine with 
no tail. They potty train easily. 
I’ve had wild opossums I’ve had 
to keep caged until they heal and 
they will start going in a litter 
box on day one, as long as it’s the 
proper size and placed correctly.

He/she was doing fine before 
you took him in. I’m sure he/she 
appreciated the hospitality when 
it was cold, now it’s time to get 
back out there.

Leslie

Q: Subject: Behavior caught on 
game camera

I have been leaving chopped apple 
and dry cat chow (cat chow in 
small amounts) in clean, smooth-
edged, 5.5 oz. cat food cans 
in the woods behind our house 
at irregular intervals since an 
opossum showed up on my game 
camera about a year ago. Within 
the past 3 weeks, the opossum has 
carried off two empty cat food 
cans. The camera clearly shows an 
empty can. I have not been able to 
find either of the cans anywhere 
near our house or woods. Do you 
have any idea why an opossum 
would carry off an empty can? 
Thanks,

Nancy

A: Hello Nancy,

Opossums like things that 
smell really bad and also things 
that smell really good. I have 
seen them cart off shoes, sweaty 
T-shirts, magazine perfume 
inserts, empty chewing tobacco 
containers, used toothbrushes, etc. 

They love to have their way with 
these items, rubbing their face all 
over them, scuffing their feet on 
them, they actually twist around 
in a circle, trying to get the smell 
all over them.

It is not a smart thing for it to 
do with canned cat food because 
then they will smell like food 
and attract the attention of 
predators, which is the opposite of 
the purpose of this behavior. Some 
have speculated this behavior 
is associated with grooming, 
masking their own scent, sexual, 
or maybe a combination of all 
three.

They really, really treasure 
something they would bother to 
cart away.

Leslie

Return Response:

Holy cow; I wasn’t expecting 
an answer so soon! Wasn’t sure 
whether to expect an answer at 
all, to be honest. I had considered 
contacting our state’s cooperative 
extension, and briefly, Fish and 
Game. Neither of these, though, 
appear particularly interested 
in opossums. Thank you, Leslie! 
This particular opossum carried 
off the cans that held the apple 
chunks, and not the cat chow, 
so I’m speculating it won’t 
attract predators. I particularly 
appreciate your response, and 
finding your organization, as 
we love and respect all wildlife, 
but I find it harder to locate 
information relating to opossums 
than the more popular backyard 
wildlife. I recently contributed 
to three of the charities I 
regularly contribute to, but your 
organization will be included in 
my next round of contributions, in 

a few months, mostly due to your 
email validating the legitimacy of 
your website.

Take care, and thank you again.

Nancy

Return Answer:

Hi Nancy,

Well, I’m relieved to hear it’s the 
apple container the opossum is 
carrying off. No predator is going 
to hunt or stalk an apple. I was 
worried the opossum was making 
itself smell like cat food. I KNEW 
they were smarter than that!

Thank you for enjoying our wildlife, 
especially the opossum.  And thank 
you in advance for considering us 
for future donations.

We have been a 501(c)(3) non-
profit corporation since 1988 
and your donation would be tax-
deductible.

Leslie

Q: I’m really looking forward 
to learning more from your 

care manual I ordered! Also, 
I just secured a vet for my 
license application and saw you 
had information available for 
veterinarians! Would it be possible 
to purchase the materials so I can 
supply them to my vet? Thanks 
very much!

Jennifer

A: Hello Jennifer,

I’ve been getting requests for 
the OSUS Vet Pack lately. It’s a 
lot of information and I thought I 
could save postage and paper for 
us if I scanned everything, then I 

Continued on page 4
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could email the info to people who 
request it and they could print it 
out or copy it onto another thumb 
drive for their vet.

Leslie

Q: I attached a photo of 
cute little “Scully,” an 

intake from last weekend.

He’s healing nicely and already has 
about 80 coverage over that spot. 
At first I assumed it was an animal 
attack, but after conversations 
with the lady who apparently just 
traps all her opossums to “relocate 
them,” I’m suspicious that he could 
have done that to himself in her 
trap. Does that sound feasible to 
you? I’ve had to patch up several 
larger opossums that were caught 
in TNR traps and inflicted self-
trauma on the wire cage.

We’ll be releasing him and his 
sister on our land so they don’t 
have to go back there.

Taryn

A: Hello Taryn,

Yes, I’ve seen horrible injuries 
from an opossum trying to get out 

of a trap. They will go around and 
stick their muzzle as far as they 
can, until their skull stops them, 
in each grid of the trap. It’s very 
typical to have a “ring” injury, 
torn tissue in a circle around the 
muzzle, just to the point where 
they can’t push through anymore. 
I’ve seen broken teeth, broken 
jaws. We always tell people to 
cover a trap halfway with a towel 
or rag and make sure they set it in 
what will be shade during the day. 
Most states dictate how traps can 
be set, where and when, and that 
food and water must be supplied 
in the traps, and how often the 
trap must be checked. If the trap 
is 1/2 covered, the opossum can 
conceal itself in the dark half of 
the trap and won’t feel exposed 
and panicked to get out.

Leslie

Q: I’m hoping to get 
some non-judgmental 

suggestions. I already know what 
I’ve done wrong but it’s too late 
to reverse it. I received 3 infant 
opossums in June or July of 2020 
due to their mother being killed 
by a dog. One male survived and 
is currently still with us. We didn’t 
realize how easily they became 
domesticated but once we realized 
it was too late to release him, I’ve 
provided him with everything 
an opossum would want and 
need. I’ve thoroughly researched 
them since day one. The issue I’m 
having is that he has become very 
aggressive toward me. He loves 
my mom and gets along well with 
my dad but he absolutely hates 
me now. He viciously attacks my 
feet & legs by biting and tearing. 
I believe it’s territorial behavior. 
I don’t want any harm to come 
to him that’s why I’m reaching 
out to you. I’m scared to contact 
anyone because it’s illegal to have 

him here but again this wasn’t 
the plan, we love him and don’t 
want him hurt. Any advice or 
suggestions would be appreciated! 
I realize the best solution may be 
to rehome him and that’s okay. 
Thank you for all you do.

Brandy

A: Brandy,

What you are describing is 
pre-mating behavior. Opossums 
are not territorial. All rehabbers 
who deal with sexually mature 
males have all experienced the 
amorous male opossum charging 
us, clicking and trying to bite 
our feet, hands, arms, anything 
exposed. This is how they mate in 
the wild. It’s very aggressive with 
lots of biting. We have to avoid 
their mouth and if they do get 
a surprise latch on us, we have 
to know not to pull away, that’s 
when the tearing of our skin 
happens. The opossum doesn’t 
make a ripping motion.

I have successfully released captive 
opossums up to 18 months of 
age. I suggest you arrange a little 
cardboard den box in your yard 
and place him in it with some 
bedding he’s familiar with, in a 
secure, secluded spot. Give him a 
dose of Advantage II for fleas so he 
can be flea-free for 30 days, plus 
it gives him a chemical smell that 
would throw off predators. Let 
him take his time to release himself 
from your yard. I assume you 
found him in your neighborhood. 
They have a smell memory of at 
least 1 year, so he can follow his 
Mom’s old scent trails to food, 
water and shelter.

I don’t think he’s really all that 
domesticated, but he is habituated 

MAIL POUCH continued from page 3

Continued on page 5
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MAIL POUCH continued from page 4

to you and is comfortable around 
you and your family members. 
Comfortable enough to initiate 
a mating ritual. He should “wild 
up” fine. He will probably always 
recognize your voice and scent and 
will continue to visit your yard.

Leslie

Q: Subject: The possums are 
eating most of my bird food

If they are good for the garden 
generally I don’t mind them but 
it is costing a fortune in bird feed! 

Ideas?

Jeanne

A: Jeanne,

Opossums feed at night. 
Birds feed during the day. Bring 
your bird feeder in at night or 
erect only hanging ones. If it’s a 
pedestal bird feeder, you may 
have to sweep all the leftover food 
into a baggie at night and re-load 
the next morning.  Or, you should 
get a sense of how much the birds 
consume from dawn to dusk, and 
only fill the feeder with what they 

will eat during the day and leave 
an empty feeder for the opossum 
at night.

If the opossum is coming out 
during the day because it is 
attracted to your food, that’s 
more complicated. You could 
either withhold food from both 
birds (and opossum) for a few 
days until the opossum moves on, 
opossums are nomadic. Or, you 
could buy some small size dog 
kibble from the store and place it, 
and a bowl of water on the ground 
a little ways from the feeder for 
the opossum to find and consume. 
Note, the birds will partake of the 
dog food also so it’s a win-win 
situation for them.

Leslie

Q:Subject: Maybe opossum 
living under my shed

Hello,

I live in Indiana and I need to 
replace my shed, but there may 
be an opossum living under it. I’ve 
seen her around a couple times a 
year and I love her. I don’t want 
to displace her. I was looking for 

guidance on what time of year 
would be best for this potential 
disruption.

She nor any other creature living 
under there have caused any 
issues with the foundation of the 
shed, it’s just rotting and needs 
replaced. Again, I’m not even 
100% sure she lives un MY shed, 
but if she does I want to do this 
during a time of year that would 
be least stressful for her.

Thank you for your time,

Mary

A: Hello Mary,

An opossum will have several 
alternate den sites. Start to 
demolish the shed carefully and 
piecemeal, considering that may 
be the day she chose to sleep there. 
If you uncover her, recover her 
partially to make her feel hidden 
and safe. That evening she will 
leave to forage and not return to 
that now compromised site and 
use the other sleep sites she has 
chosen.

If she has babies, she carries them 
in her pouch or on her back until 
about 2 weeks before she kicks 
them out on their own. The last 
two weeks she will leave them in 
the “nest” for some hours while 
she forages.

I’ve had many roofers, shed, spa, 
deck demolition people contact 
me when they’ve come across an 
opossum once they started their 
work. I tell them to knock off for 
the day and it will be gone by the 
next day, and it is.

Leslie
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The Skamper Ramp (shown at left) is made from 8mm chemical and UV resistant, 
recyclable box-corrugated polypropylene. The ramp will not yellow over time. It is 
secured to the side of the pool or tied to the pool ladder. It can be flipped up and out 
of the way when the pool is in use.

You can also create homemade rescue devices for your pool. Lids from old coolers can 
be floated from the side of a pool, having a rope, bungee cord or some other securing 
device attached to the floating object which should be abutting the pool deck, then 
anchored to the deck by a rock, log, bricks or other heavy objects. Use your imagination 
based on the concept of the commercial products provided here.

Drape a towel securely anchored to the deck with a brick, free weight or other heavy object. Use a rough-textured hose (to allow 
for some grip) over the side of the pool so the opossum can pull itself out. The opossum will swim around the perimeter of the 
pool looking for something to grasp to pull itself out. It cannot reach up to grasp; the object must be touching the water. The 
opossum can get a handhold on most objects except a slick hose with no texture or ribs on it.

Special note to opossum rehabilitators that have pools and/or spas: Even if you have never seen an opossum near your pool or 
even in your yard, housing rehab opossums in an outdoor run will attract other opossums to your yard. They will be curious about 
the other opossums being kept in cages (and their food). Prepare your pool with escape ramps in case a visiting opossum falls in. 

The Opossum Society of the United States has handouts for many opossum situations at their public events, one of them is 
specifically for pool owners to have wildlife drowning prevention in place. You may view the flyer on our website at the following 
link: https://opossumsocietyus.org/keeping-opossums-safe-from-pools-and-spas/

PREVENTION/RESCUE/CARE OF DROWNED OPOSSUMS 
continued from page 1

DETERRING A RACCOON
A raccoon was 
always coming 
around and always 
pulling out the 
bottom tray of 
my big hutch, 
dumping the trash 
basket, making a 
mess. Somebody 
on Nextdoor said 
to use old tea bags 

and place them where you don't want 
the animal to go. So I put a bunch in 
a line all across the front of the bottom 
tray. The raccoon hasn't touched it since! 
 
Janet Chaney

INSTEAD OF 3.5 FRENCH 
FEEDING TUBES
I noticed on the Facebook groups that 
I used to be on that people always have 
trouble finding 3.5 Fr feeding tubes for 
the pinkies. 

They should try getting a 3.5 Fr soft, 
*silicone*, open-ended (only 1 hole—
no side holes) tomcat urinary catheter. 

It works perfectly. The kind I have are 
manufactured by Millpledge and MILA. 

You will have to ask the veterinarian 
you work with to attach an order for 
you with theirs. The suppliers only have 
open accounts for shelters, vets and 
rehabilitation centers.

The major distributors I’ve gotten catheters 
from are: Covetrus, Midwest, and MWI. 

Patterson is also a good supplier.

I believe MILA and JorVet may 
have direct to consumer shipping. 

The main thing is making sure 
they’re soft silicone rather than 
rigid polypropylene and that 
they’re open-ended with only 
the one hole at the tip.

Taryn Rand
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OSUS MEMBERSHIP/RENEWAL FORM
_____ Please find enclosed my tax-deductible donation.

_____ I want to become a member of O.S.U.S.  

             ($30/year U.S., $40/year international)

_____ Please renew my membership of OSUS ($30/year) 

(Check one of the above)

Name: _____________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________

Telephone: _________________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________

Membership is $30.00 annually. 

Please mail check to:
OSUS

P.O. Box 850695
Yukon, OK 73085

Or register via PayPal online at our website:  
https://www.OpossumSocietyUS.org  

 
Note: The OSUS membership/email list is 

never given out to any other organization. 
It is used for official OSUS business only. 

Your membership renewal month due is the 
month you joined.

THE OPOSSUM SOCIETY OF THE OPOSSUM SOCIETY OF 
THE UNITED STATES WISHES TO THE UNITED STATES WISHES TO 

THANK OUR CONTRIBUTORSTHANK OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Without our contributors and those members whose 
work generates donations to OSUS, we would not be 

able to care for as many orphans, save as many injured 
or reach so many people with our information on 

opossums. Good job, and thank you all! Your generosity 
really makes a difference.

Cynthia Gailey

Joseph Odom

Roxanne Mendoza

Ali Ozgun

Barbara Trevino

Michael Hallman

Anne-Marie Schnetzler

Mark Percival

Chad Knowles

Robert Bailey

Brittany Yost

Kelsey B. Sanders

Antonio Soto

Cynthia Gailey

Hannah Jones

Alison Dice

Jeannine Cobb

Mary Wilkinson

Ali Ozgun

Barbara Trevino

San Bernardino County Animal Services Lieutenant retrieves 
opossum from a vehicle’s engine block.  Note how he 
correctly gives her rear feet something to brace upon so she 
doesn’t flail around looking for purchase while airborn.

https://www.OpossumSocietyUS.org
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FROM THE POUCH
Note:  We print these select Internet questions 
we receive without grammatical corrections. 
Grammatic scrutiny is applied to our responses.

Q: Hello I am in Pasadena 
California and I found this 

baby or juvenile can someone 
help?

A: Wow, that opossum needs 
about another 4-5 weeks 

with a rehabber before it should 
be on its own. If something 
happened to its mother, there 
should be other siblings about. Go 
out at dusk tonight and for 2-3 
subsequent nights and listen for 
the “choo-choo” noises the babies 
make calling their mother. You 
will most likely find other siblings 
to save. Or, you may see that the 
mother has returned to retrieve 
her dropped baby. The mother will 
be making clicking noises to call 
her baby. If you see the mother, 
place the baby as close as possible 
to her without spooking her. If you 
find more babies, and no mother, 
gather up everyone and take to 
the Pasadena Humane Society 
(call to confirm their hours):

361 S. Raymond Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91105
Phone: 626.792.7151
Email: hello@pasadenahumane.org

Q: I understand that 
female opossums are 

only in estrus for 36 hrs once 
every 28 days. Is there a way to 
tell when the female is in estrus? 
Some behavior change?, scent?
Kurt

A: Hello Kurt,
I'm curious why you are 

trying to find out how to tell 
when an opossum is in estrus? Are 
you trying to streamline exposure 
to breeding opossums on a fur 
farm? Are you trying to keep a 
captive opossum segregated while 
they might in estrus because they 
are housed with male opossums? 
Either would involve constant 
handling to determine because 
estrus and their cycle can vary 
slightly.
If you are just scientifically 
interested, I suggest you do a free 
download of Dr. Krause's extensive 
research on opossums:
h t t p s : / / w w w. u a e x . u a d a . e d u /
environment-nature/wildlife/docs/The_
Opossum_Its_Amazing_Story.pdf
It is very long and will take a few 
minutes to download. Starting on 
page 43 is information on their 
reproduction.
If you're talking about your captive 
female opossum developing an 
unpleasant odor upon reaching 
sexual maturity, that is just the 
vaginal plug that develops after 
mating to protect the eggs. First 
time estrus females develop the 
plug whether mated or not. It will 
drop off and she won't develop 
another, unless successfully mated.

Return Question:

Subject: Re: Subject: Female 
opossum estrus cycle
Dear vopossum--
First, thank you for your 
thoughtful letter, and so sorry for 
my late reply!. I overlooked your 
note in my spam filter. Apologies!
So, first, no- not a fur farm. I find 
these animals fascinating, and 
over the years have rescued both 
injured adults and offspring in 
female pouches from automobile 
impacts. These have then been 
subsequently released into the 
wild.
My wife and I currently care for 
2 opossums, 1 male, 1 female, 
that were both injured by cars 
in separate instances and were 
determined non-releasable (male 
is totally missing tail, female with 
a skull injury that cause canines to 
project sideways out of one side of 
mouth).
But they live in separate outdoor 
cages, can see and smell each 
other. They behave normal. Given 
that it is now breeding season, 
the male clicks at the female and 
wants to see her. But, if I let him 
into her cage, she snaps at him 
and sends him packing...
I know that the female is only 
receptive for 36 hrs once every 
28 ds. Thus, my question was, is 
there a way to determine when 
she might be interested in him?  
Should I be looking for her to 
be attracted to him when he is 
clicking? Or perhaps rubbing her 
face on objects? Or just something 
that I am overlooking? 
Sincerely,
Kurt
PS--I don't mind the occasional 
unpleasant odor--just part of 

Continued on page 9

https://www.uaex.uada.edu/environment-nature/wildlife/docs/The_Opossum_Its_Amazing_Story.pdf
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FROM THE POUCH continued from page 8

appreciating these very interesting 
and poorly respected creatures.
Return Answer:

Hello Kurt,
The handful of matings I've 
witnessed outside have been more 
of a fight with either the female 
winning (and no mating occurring) 
or the male overpowering her and 
mating. Lots of biting, clawing, 
scratching, fur flying and a final 
pindown (male winning?). There's 
no lovely courtship, choosing of 
a mate, then preparing to bring 
your adorable babies into this 
world 11 days later (yes, 11 days 
later).
Don't feel bad that the sexual 
needs of either are not being met. 
In the wild, there’s no guarantee 
they will reach the age of sexual 
maturity or find a mate if they 
do.
Females and males click and 
rub themselves all over different 
objects and I've had females show 
interest in litters of babies I've 
taken care of. 
Once, in my backyard, I saw a 
young female rubbing herself all 
over the BBQ cover, so I knew she 
was a "slimer." Next night, I put 
out a bowl of food and a perfume 
sample insert from a magazine I 
had received. She ran right past 
the food and straight to that 
little perfumed postcard and 
rubbed her face all over it, then 
took it in her mouth and rubbed 
it all over her flank. It is thought 
the rubbing, sliming "slubbing" as 
some call it is part sexual, part 
grooming and part pleasure.
I wouldn't let your female mate. 
With a head injury she could very 
likely not have her milk come in, 
then you'll have 11-20 babies 
dying a slow death of dehydration 
at an age no one could successfully 

rehab away from the mother. 
They need at least 3 weeks nursing 
on their mother, the longer the 
better chance for their survival, 
until they are 5 1/2 months old. 
You don’t want her to suffer that 
grief.

Q: returning baby to a 
mother?

Hi, I thought it might be good to 
post this question/topic on your 
site: the topic of returning a wild 
baby to a mother opossum. 
I have several opossums that 
travel thru our somewhat 
protected "opossum highway" and 
I found a baby who'd fallen off 
its mother and was peeking out 
thru the fence, trapped by dense 
vines below. I knew where a small 
opossum mother was sleeping 
about 20 feet away along the 
same fence, but I didn't know for 
certain if this was her baby. 
Is it ok to place a baby back next 
to a mother? What happens if it's 
not her baby? Or is it ok to return 
it to the area where you know the 
opossums will later pass by? In my 
case, I first showed the baby to 
the mom, and she seemed only 
a little interested... immediately 
though somebody (I didn't think it 
was mom... maybe another baby I 
couldn't see? I couldn't tell) made 
a little chattering sound, and 
baby was super keen struggling to 
get to the mom (of course). But I 
don't know if I did the right thing. 
If it wasn't hers, maybe a teat 
would not have been available for 
him? He was only about 3.5 - 
4" long, His teeth were only just 
barely coming in, eyes open, alert, 
active & uninjured. She accepted 
him climbing around & on her, 
but wasn't super interested in 
him. I couldn't see if he found 
the pouch, and I couldn't see any 

other babies... I wondered if he 
didn't seem a little big to be part 
of her brood. It might be helpful 
if you could advise people in this 
situation. I didn't find mention of 
this on the site anywhere. 
Thank you!!
Leigha 

A: Hello Leigha,
A mother opossum will return 

to pick up a dropped opossum at 
exactly the same time 24 hours 
later, then she'll look again 48 
hours later. Depending on what 
the temperatures have been, she 
probably won’t come back more 
than twice. She will more readily 
accept the opossum if it is warm 
(no warmer than 95 degrees) 
I have found a baby at dawn, 
kept it on a layered heating pad 
all day and night, and watched 
outside for the mother’s return 
the following dawn. Some people 
have kept the opossum warm, 
then wrapped it in a cloth and 
left it outside, sheltered, as close 
to where they found it as possible 
without it being out in the open.
If you see the mother, talk softly 
and continuously, approach 
slowly, until she starts to turn 
away in fear, then place the baby 
at your feet and don’t move. Keep 
talking so the mother can tell by 
your voice you are not advancing. 
The baby will start "choo-chooing" 
(especially if it’s lost the warmth 
of where you were keeping it) and 
when crying for its mother, the 
mother will click at the baby to 
get its attention to come to her.
You can't be sure an opossum 
sleeping in the area is that 
opossum's mother. She may be a 
different mother and have babies 
that are a different size or have 

Continued on page 10
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all her nipples taken up by babies 
in the pouch or not be willing to 
accept that baby for some reason. 
Observe the reunion, if you can.
By "not appearing interested in 
the baby", I assume you mean she 
wasn't vocalizing to the baby to 
come to her and climb aboard?
Leslie
Return Comment:

Hello Leslie,
Thank you for your reply! I did 
hear the clicking after mom 
saw the baby. I've read several 
articles though that mention 
specifically that a mother will not 
come back for a dropped baby, 
so thank you for correcting that 
misinformation. By saying she 
didn't seem very interested, I just 
meant that there wasn't any kind 
of big "let me check you over" 
reunion ritual, like you'd see with 
a cat or dog -- so I assumed they 
probably just don't do that. She 
did appear to fully accept him 
though, and she took a grape I 
offered her as well. 
Thank you again!
Leigha
Return Answer:

Leigha,
No, there’s not a big happy family 
reunion with a reunited baby. 
It’s more like, “Hurry up and 
get onboard so we can get out of 
here!”

Q: A couple of hours 
ago a mama opossum 

went through the yard of my 
apartment complex here in Long 
Beach, California. She was startled 
by a dog and ended up dropping 
one of her babies as she took off. 
We haven't seen her since. It's 
gotten a bit chili outside and this 

baby does not look as though it 
would be old enough or strong 
enough to survive on its own yet, 

(only about 3-4 inches). So I have 
placed it into a tank with a heat 
pad on low that is covered by a 
few tshirts. The baby is bundled up 
in one of the tees with its mouth 
closed down on a small piece, 
claws gripped to it, and now calm 
and asleep. 
Would love to know if there is a 
place locally I could take this baby 
to ensure it's okay? Any suggestions 
would be greatly appreciated. 
Obviously I dont think 
it's the right thing to 
do for me to try and 
rehabilitate this baby 
myself, but if I need to 
I will do what I can.
Brooks

A: Brooks,
I've heard two 

different stories, one 
that Wetlands and 
Wildlife Care Center 
takes opossums only 

from Orange County, CA and 
another that they will also take 
them from Long Beach (which 
was told to me in person by their 
Director last year when I met with 
her before moving out of state). I 
would go down there personally 
and turn it in to them. Really hard 
to turn you away while looking at 
a small baby.
Baby season hasn't hit in full force 
yet, probably in about 3 weeks, 
then they'll get inundated with 
babies and it will be a different 
story.
Leslie
P.S. – Thank you for the picture, 
it is a good example of how the 
baby instinctively knows to grip 
and hang on (to Mom, usually) 
with all four feet and mouth and 
will fall asleep while hanging on 
for dear life. Nice touch with the 
ruler, also.
Return Response:

Thanks for the info! Worked out 
perfectly and they were absolutely 
ecstatic to have received her as the 
first baby opossum of the season. 
Haha
Brooks

FROM THE POUCH continued from page 9
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Yes, 2020 was crazy. Moving from 
California to Oklahoma as everything was 
shutting down from the pandemic, not 
knowing if roads would be open. We didn’t 
know if we’d find any hotels, restaurants or 
gas stations open. We did find that every 
restroom was closed except for truck stops. 
The Flying J, Love’s and Pilot became our 
favorite places.

We’ve had nothing but problems finding 
people who will do repairs on our house, 
much less someone to build us opossum 
runs and cages. It’s going to be a bit longer 
before I, personally, can take in opossums, 
but we are keeping up with getting the 
newsletter out and shipping orphan care 
and membership packets to those who 
purchase them. 

2021 brought triple the amount of 
orphaned opossums than usual to every 
wildlife rehabber with whom I’ve been 
in contact. Centers filled up quickly and 
were having to turn people away. We are 
much smaller than the centers that take 
in all wildlife, so we filled up also. Out of 
desperation we did something this year 
we’ve never done before. People who 
found baby opossums and could not find 
any center to take them, we sent them our 
Orphan Care Diet Sheet, Growth Chart 
and Release Chart and helped them the 
best we could to take care of the babies on 
their own.  Just between Janet Chaney and 
myself, we have been mentoring dozens 
of people across the U.S. who are taking 
care of the orphan opossums they found.

Most states have laws against private 
persons taking care of wildlife, they must 
turn them over to a certified wildlife 
rehabilitator within a certain time period. 
When the 2021 orphan season hit, many 
centers had already cut the number of their 
volunteers due to their state’s restrictions 
on social distancing and many are still 
afraid to return. Many volunteers lost their 
regular jobs and had to work several jobs 
to make ends meet and had no time to 
volunteer at wildlife rehabilitator centers.

We had to think outside the box. It was 
either put the infant opossums back 
outside which meant certain death, 
or guide people along to get them to 
release size. Extraordinary times call for 
extraordinary measures. We like to think 
we helped.

Right in the heat of orphan season the 
Contact Us function of our website went 
down. No one could contact us. We had 
someone from Woo Commerce work on 
it, but it’s still not working right. I feel sick 
about people not being able to contact 
us. If you know of anyone who couldn’t 
get through, please apologize for us. I’m 
also going to ask all of you, especially the 
opossum caregivers, to make yourselves 
familiar with the information on our 
website. Recently added was the feature 
article of this newsletter, “Prevention/
Rescue/Care of Drowned Opossums.” 
Check out our Educational Materials 
section, our Resource Section. Look 
through our FAQs. So much information 
is there on deterring an opossum from your 
yard, attracting an opossum to your yard, 
opossums and ticks. We have brochures to 
download and print in English, Spanish 
and Vietnamese. I’m trying to reach out to 
find someone to do translations in Korean, 
Japanese, Farsi, ANY language we can get 
our opossum brochure translated into. 
Anyone who can help with translations, 
please let me know.

The OSUS Orphan Care Manual is 
garnering a lot of interest from other 
wildlife rehabilitators. I find myself 
going to the Post Office to mail 
them out quickly as possible; four, 
sometimes five times a week (me at 
Post Office, at right).

Now that you are a member, you 
can help by referring people to 
our website for their opossum 
questions. Our Resource List 
with all the contact information 
for supplies needed for an 
opossum caregiver are also in the 

general public section of the website. If 
there’s anything missing that you think we 
should have, let us know. Please contact 
me at my personal email as the website 
email doesn’t work correctly yet.

Leslie Bale

VOpossum@aol.com

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
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Join OSUS and receive ...

• Quarterly Issues of ‘Possum Prints.
• Updated diet/development/medical sheets.
• Orphan/Injured care information.
• A warm, fuzzy feeling!

Phone Calls and Emails: 
It is up to the individual 
Board Members whether 
they return telephone 
calls and emails.

Queries to the OSUS 
website are answered 
as soon as time and 
resources permit.

Members in good 
standing (current) can log 
onto the OSUS website, 
scroll all the way to the 
bottom of the page, 
click on Site Map on the 
bottom right and enter 
the portion of their email 
before the “@” symbol as a 
username (unless you’ve 
changed it) and assigned 
password (you can change 
your password, if you’ve 
forgotten it) to log onto 
the Members Only section 
of the website where 
archived newsletters and 
other information and 
videos are accessible.

OSUS Board of Directors
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Leslie Bale • (405) 265-7090 • President/Liaison, Official Agencies • VOpossum@aol.com
Tammy Williams • (909) 790-5182 • Vice President • hrs2grdn@gmail.com  

Leslie Brogan • (818) 255-0925 • Secretary
Crystal Norris • Email: crystaln@sonic.net • Treasurer 

Melinda Smith • Email: Opawsum@aol.com • At Large

Please take the time to email us any email change, 
including your name for cross-reference so you do 
not miss out on any issues of ‘Possum Prints’

http://www.opossumsocietyus.org

Here is a fun way to help opossums. 
Combine your two favorite hobbies 
- shopping and opossums! Visit our 
online gift catalog. Follow the links 
to some great shopping sites such as 
smile.amazon.com and iGive.com. 
Buy books, videos, music, toys, gifts 
and lots more! Every purchase you 
make helps the opossums. OSUS 
receives a portion of every purchase. 
So Spend! Spend! Spend! After all, it 

is for a good cause! Tell your friends! Remember, you must access smile.amazon.com and iGive.com from the LINKS on the 
OSUS webpage in order for us to get credit for your purchase. Do not go directly to Amazon or iGive.


